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 01% of the planet’s population, with no way off planet except through your "Extraterrestrials" for upgrades, you might as well become part of the most powerful force in the galaxy: You and your friends. A team of more than 50 squadmates, each with their own unique story, tactics, and playstyles, all led by an evil tyrant and the unknown cause of the zombies on your planet. Phantom Brigade is the
third game developed by Nitrome, following Wired: No… Action! in 2016 and Sprint Vector in 2018. Gameplay Phantom Brigade is a hybrid turn-based and real-time tactical RPG. In this hybrid gameplay, the player has turn-based tactical battles, and in real time, he/she can see a map of their turn-based strategy, just like in a traditional turn-based tactical RPG. However, Phantom Brigade is the first
Nitrome game to feature real-time strategy elements as well, with the real-time strategy elements being in-depth, with units and buildings reacting to the player's every action. Plot Phantom Brigade is set in the year 2029, when a worldwide epidemic of zombie-like creatures called Zs have caused the total collapse of civilization. The last.01% of the planet’s population, the.01%, are the only people that
have survived the apocalypse, and are forced to flee on their own in cargo ships to leave the dangerous Earth for the even more dangerous space stations. One of these survivors is our protagonist, Commander Z, who is also a member of the Phantom Brigade, a group of space mercenaries, and the leader of his own team, the "HMS Phantom". Development On March 1, 2019, the first DLC update to

Phantom Brigade was released on Nintendo Switch, Nintendo Switch Online, PlayStation 4, Windows PC, and Xbox One, adding 20 new missions and new commanders for Phantom Brigade. In April, the second DLC update was released on all platforms, introducing new commanders and a new sub-commandment. Reception Phantom Brigade has received positive reviews from critics, with a
Metacritic score of 83% for Nintendo Switch version and a score of 82% for Microsoft Windows version. References External links Category:2020 video games Category:Daedalic Entertainment games Category:Nintendo Switch eShop games Category:Nintendo 520fdb1ae7
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